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A RADON-NIKODYM THEOREM FOR *-ALGEBRAS

STANLEY P. GUDDER

A noncommutative Radon-Nikodym theorem is developed
in the context of ^-algebras. Previous results in this direc-
tion have assumed a dominance condition which results in a
bounded "Radon-Nikodym derivative". The present result
achieves complete generality by only assuming absolute
continuity and in this case the "Radon-Nikodym derivative"
may be unbounded. A Lebesgue decomposition theorem is
established in the Banach ^-algebra case.

1. Definitions and Examples. Although there is a considerable
literature on noncommutative Radon-Nikodym theorems, all previous
results have needed a dominance, normality or other restriction
[1-4, 7, 8, 12, 15-18]. Moreover, most of these results are phrased
in a von Neumann algebra context. In this paper, we will obtain
a general theorem on a *-algebra with no additional assumptions.

Let ^/ be a *-algebra with identity /. A *-representation of
Stf on a Hubert space H is a map π from ^f to a set of linear
operators defined on a common dense invariant domain Ό{π) £ H
which satisfies:

(a) π(I)=I;
(b) π(AB)x = π(A)π(B)x for all x e D{π) and A, B e Ssf\
(c) π{aA + βB)x = aπ(A)x + βπ(B)x for all x e D(π), a, βeC

and A, Be j ^ ;
(d) 7r(A*)cτr(A)* for all Ae Ĵ C

The induced topology on D(π) is the weakest topology for which all
the operations {π(A): A e ^f) are continuous [13]. A *-representation
π is closed if D(π) is complete in the induced topology. A ^repre-
sentation π is strongly cyclic if there exists a vector x0 such that
τr(Ĵ f)xo — {π(A)x0: A e J^f} is dense in D(π) in the induced topology
[13]. We then call xQ a strongly cyclic vector. Denoting the set of
bounded linear operators on H by ^f{H), the commutant
of π is

f = {Te £f{H)\ (Tπ(A)x, y) = (Tx, π{A*)y)A e jf, x, y e D(π)} .

Let v and w be positive linear functionals on j^C A sequence
At 6 *jy is called a (v, w) sequence if

lim v(AΐAi) = lim w[(At - AjY^A, - As)] = 0 .

We now generalize various forms and strengthened forms of the
classical concept of absolute continuity.
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( i ) w is v-dominated if there exists an M > 0 such that
w{A*A) ^ Mv(A*A) for all Aej^.

(ii) w is strongly v-absolutely continuous if for any (v, w)
sequence At e ^/ we have lim^^ w(A*A%) = 0.

(iii) w is v-absolutely continuous if v(A*A) = 0 implies that
w(A*A) = 0.

It is clear that (i) ==> (ii) => (iii). The following examples show
that the reverse implications need not hold.

EXAMPLE 1. Let (Ω, Σ) be a measurable space and let j y be
the C *-algebra of bounded measurable functions on (Ω, Σ) with H/IL =
sup{|/(α>)|: α>ei2}. Let vγ and wt be probability measures on (Ω, Σ)

and define the states v(f) = \fdvι and w(f) = \fdw1 on Ĵ C It is

easy to see that w is ^-absolutely continuous if and only if wt < ^
(i.e., w1 is absolutely continuous relative vj. Now let i? = L2(Ω, Σ, vx)
and let π: *$/ -> S^{H) be the ^-representation with J?(π) = i ϊ defined
by [̂ (/)fl̂ ](Λ>) = /(ω)g(θ)). Clearly, TΓ is closed and strongly cyclic
with strongly cyclic vector 1.

Now suppose that w is i -absolutely continuous and let W be the
positive self-adjoint operator on H with domain

and defined by Wg(ω) = (dw1ίdv1)
1/\ω)g(ύ))f ge D(W). Notice that

eiy C JD(T7) since (dwjdvj e Lx(β, I7, vj. Moreover,

(1.1) w(/) - ί/dWl = [-^fdv, = (Wπ(f)l, Wl)

for all / G Ĵ C The expression w(/) = < ΐΓττ(/)l, Ŵ l> is equivalent
to the Radon-Nikodym theorem. It is this expression which we shall
generalize to the noncommutative case. We now show that w is
strongly v-absolutely continuous. Suppose ft e j y is a (v, w) sequence.
Then fi -+ 0 in H and from (1.1) we have

lim \\Wft- W,[|2 = lim (W{ft - fs), W(f< -

= Tim < Wπ[(ft - /,)*(/«

- fi)] - 0

Hence, Wft converges and since TΓis closed, we conclude that T7/<—>0
in H. It follows from (1.1) that w(f*ft) -> 0. We thus see that (ii)
and (iii) are equivalent in this case.

Finally, suppose w is ^-dominated. Then there exists an M > 0
such that
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= Wl(A) = w{χ*Aτu) £ Mv{χtτu) = Mv^A) - ( Mdvt

for every Ae Σ. Hence dwjdv1 ^ M almost everywhere. Since the
converse easily holds, we see that w is ^-dominated if and only if
w1 < vλ and dwjdv1 is bounded. In this case we have Wen(J%f)'.
This shows that (ii) need not imply (i) and (iii) need not imply (i).

Our results in §§2 and 3 will generalize the above considerations.

EXAMPLE 2. Let j y be the C*-algebra of continuous functions

on the unit interval [0, 1] with the supremum norm and let μ be

Lebesque measure on [0, 1]. Let v and w be the states on Szf defined

by v(f) = \fdμ and w(f) = /(0). Clearly, w is i -absolutely continuous.

We now show that w is [not strongly ^-absolutely continuous. Let

/ . 6 J^f be the function fn(x) = 1 — nx for x e [0,1/n] and fn(x) — 0 for

x e [1/n, 1]. Then

and w[{fn —/„)*(/» —/»)] = 0. Hence, /Λ is a (v, w) sequence. But
w(fif») = 1, so lim w(fίfn) Φ 0. Thus (iii) need not imply (ii).

2* A Radon-Nikodym Theorem. If v is a positive linear
functional on a *-algebra J ^ then the GNS construction [10, 13]
provides a unique (to within unitary equivalence) closed ^represen-
tation πυ of j& on a Hubert space Hv with a strongly cyclic vector
xQ 6 Hv such that v(A) = (πv(A)xQ, xQ) for all A e Ĵ Γ We now give
our main result.

THEOREM 1. If v and w are positive linear functionals on a
*-algebra Szf, then there exists a positive self-adjoint operator W
on Hυ and a (v> w) sequence At e j y such that

w(A) = (Wπv(A)x0, WxQ) + lim w{AfA)

for every A e
(a) w is v-absolutely continuous if and only if v(A*A) — 0

implies w(A*A*A) = 0 for every i = 1, 2,
(b) w is strongly v-absolutely continuous if and only if w(A) =

(Wπv(A)xQ, Wxoy and

(2.1) . (Wπv(A)x, Wy) = (Wx, Wπv{A*)y>

for every A 6 s^ and x, y e π(
(c) w is v-dominated if and only if w(A) = (Wπv(A)xQ, Wx0)

for every A e jy; and W2 6 π{ Jtf)'.
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Proof. Let H = Hv, π — πυ9 xQ and K19 π19 xγ be the Hubert spaces,
closed ^-representations and strongly cyclic vectors of the GNS
constructions corresponding to the positive linear functionals v and
v + w on J^f9 respectively. Let J be the unique contractive linear
map from Kt into H satisfying Jπι{A)x1 = π(A)x0 for every A e Ĵ C
Let P be the projection from Kx onto i£ = (ker J ) 1 . Let T: H-> H
be the positive self-ad joint operator defined by T = JJ*. Then
ker Γ = (range J ) ' = {0} and hence S — T~ι exists as a positive self-
adjoint operator on H. Since J is contractive, J rg J and hence S ̂  I.
Let TΓ = (S - /)1 / 2. Then

D( W) = D(S1/2) = T1/2H = JK .

(The first and second equality follows by the spectral theorem and
the third equality follows by the polar decomposition theorem.) By
the polar decomposition theorem, (S1/2J)*S1/2J = P and hence P — J*J =
(WJ)*{ WJ). Therefore,

w(A) = (πί(A)xu x,) — (π(A)xQ, x0)

f (I - P)x1) + (π1(A)xlf Px,) - {Jπx{A)xlf Jxx)
( ' <π(A)x (I P)x) + (WJπ1(A)xlf WJx,)

+ (Wπ(A)x0, Wx0) .

Since {πι(A)x1: A e ,Ssf} is dense in K19 there exists a sequene At e
such that π1(Ai)x1 -^ (I — P)αv Hence,

and

v(A?Ai) = <τr(A,)x0, π (Ai)ίCo> > 0 .

Since π1(Ai)xί is Cauchy in Kγ we have

( ' - H π ^ K - π ^ - K H 2 >0.

Therefore, Â  is a (v, ίc;) sequence. Moreover, since \v(AfA%)\
we have lim v(AfA) = 0 for all A 6 jtf Hence,

te?(A) = < Wπ(A)x0, Wx0) + lim (π1(A)x1, π^A^x,}

= (Wπ(A)x0, WxQ) + lim w(AfA) .

(a) For sufficiency, if v{A*A) — 0, then

\\π(A)xQ\\2 = v(A*A) = 0 and lim w(A*A*A) = 0

and hence, ^(A*A) = 0. For necessity, if w is ^-absolutely continuous
and v(A*A) = 0, then
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W(AfA*A)\ £ wKAA^AA^w^A)1^ = 0 .

(b) For sufficiency, let A* e s$f be a (v, w) sequence. Then
π(Ai)x0 —> 0 and hence,

= {Wπ{At - As)xOf WπiAt - As)x0>

= (Wπ[(At - AjTίAt - A, ) K Wx0)

= w[{At - AsYiAt - A,)] > 0 .

Hence, Wπ(Ai)x0 is Cauchy and since W is closed, Wπ(Ai)x0 —> 0. It
follows that

and w is strongly ^-absolutely continuous.
For necessity, suppose w is strongly ^-absolutely continuous. We

first show that J: KX-+ΈL is injective. Suppose xeKx and Jx = 0.
Let At 6 J^ be a sequence satisfying π1{A^)x1 —> cc. Then

> Jx = 0 .

Hence, v(A*At) = H^A^oH2 —> 0. Since π^A^ is Cauchy as in (2.3)
we have w[(At — Ai)*(At — A/)] —> 0. Thus, Ai is a (i;, w) sequence
and w(A*At) -> 0. Hence

so that π^Aj)^! —> 0 and cc = 0. It follows that ker J — {0} and hence,
P = I. Applying (2.2) we obtain w(A) — (Wπ(A)x0, Wx0). To prove
(2.1), applying (2.2) we have

(Wπ(AB)x0, Wx0) = w(AB)

19 πunxi) ~ <π(B)x0, π(A*)x0)

- (Wπ(B)x0,

If x — π(B)x0, y = π(C)x0 e π(>Jzf)x0 we obtain

, Wπ(A*)y) .

(c) The following proves sufficiency

w(A*A) - <T7ττ(A*AK, WxQ) =
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For necessity, suppose w is ^-dominated. Then w is strongly v-
absolutely continuous so (b) holds. Applying (2.1) there is an M > 0
such that

11 Wπ{A)x0112 = < Wπ{A)x0, Wπ(A)x0)

= <iWπ(A*A)x09 Wx0) = w(A*A) ^ Mv(A*A)

= M\\π{A)xQ\\2

for every A e J&: Hence, W is bounded on π(<s$?)x0 and since W is
self-adjoint, We^f(H). It follows from (2.1) that

(2.4) (W*π(A)x, y) = (W2x, π(A*)y)

for all A e jxζ x,y e π(j^)x0. Since D(π) is the completion of π
in the induced topology [10], if y e D(π) there exists a net ya e π
such that ya-*y in the induced topology. Hence,

(W2π(A)x, y) = lim (W2π(A)x, ya)

= lim (W2x, τr(A*)τ/α> - (W2x, π(A*)y)

for every y e D(π)f x e π(,J^)xQ. Reasoning in a similar way for x, we
conclude that (2.4) holds for all x, y e D(π). Hence, W2 e

3. Banach *-algβbras* In this section we apply the material
of §2 to obtain much stronger results on Banach *-algebras. When
we speak of a ^representation π of a Banach *-algebra on a Hubert
space H we always mean a bounded representation; that is, π:
£f(H). The commutant of ττ(j^) now satisfies

π(j#Ύ = {Te^f(H): Tπ(A) = π(A)T for all

If v and w are positive linear functionals on a *-algebra J ^ we
say that w is v-semisίngular if there exists a (v, w) sequence Aέ 6 Jzf
such that w(A) = lim w(A*A) for every A e J^ί Notice that if At e
J^f is a (v, w) sequence, then lim w(A*A) automatically exists for
every A e

COROLLARY 2. // v and w are positive linear functionals on
a Banach *-algebra <Ssf with identity then there exists a positive
self-adjoint operator W on Hυ which is affiliated with πv(J^)f and
a (v, w) sequence At 6 Sf such that

w(A) = <πv(A)Wx0, Wx0) + lim

for every A e
(a) w is v-absolutely continuous if and only if the positive

linear functional Aι-^lim w(A*A) is v-absolutely continuous.
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(b) w is strongly v-absolutely continuous if and only if w(A) =
(πv(A)Wx0, WXQ) for every AeJ^ί

(c) w is v-dominated if and only if w(A) — (πυ(A)WxQ, Wx0)
and W is bounded.

Proof. For the first statement of the theorem we need only
prove that W is affiliated with πυ{Ssf)' and apply Theorem 1. From
the proof of Theorem 1, J intertwines the representations πx and π
and hence Teπ(j#Ύ. Since W= (T'1 - J)1/2, it follows that W is
affiliated with π(J&Ύ. Parts (a), (b), and (c) are a straightforward
application of Theorem 1.

Corollary 2 (c) is a classical result [5, 9,11]. We next prove a
noncommutative analogue of the Lebesque decomposition theorem.

COROLLARY 3. Let v and w be positive linear functionals on a
Banach *-algebra Szf with identity. Then w admits a decomposition
w = wa + w8 where wa is strongly v-absolutely continuous and w8

is v-semisingular. Moreover, w is v-absolutely continuous if and
only if w8 is v-absolutely continuous.

Proof. Let wa{A) = <πv(A) WxQ, WxQ) and ws(A) = lim w(AfA) for
all A 6 j y as in Corollary 2. Then wa and w8 are positive linear
functionals and w — wa + w8. It follows from Corollary 2 (b) that
wd is strongly ^-absolutely continuous. We now show that w8 is
v-semisingular. Since At e Jzf is a (v, w) sequence and wa, w8 ^ w,
we conclude that At is both a (y, wa) and (v, w8) sequence. Since wa

is strongly t -absolutely continuous we have

I wa(AfA) I ^ wa(A?A%)1/2wa(A*A)1/2 > 0

for all A e j&ϊ Hence

ws(AΐA) - w(AfA) - wa(AtA) • w.(A)

for all A e Jϊf so ws is v-semisingular.

We have not been able to prove uniqueness for the above decom-
position. However, if w = wx + w2 where wt is strongly v-absolutely
continuous, w2 is v-semisingular and w2 has the same "support" as
w8 (that is, wz(A) = lim w2(A*A) for all A 6 Szf), then wL = wa, w2 = w8.
Indeed, then A€ is a (v, w) sequence and hence, w^AfA) —> 0 for all
A e Jtfί Therefore,

w2{A) = lim w2(AfA) = lim w(AfA) = w8(A)
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for all A e Ĵ C Thus, w2 = ws and w1 — w — w2 — w — ws = wα.

The 'V-semisingular functional ws(A) •=• lim w(AfA) in Corollary 2
can be put in the form w£A) = lim w(ϋ.* AA<) which exhibits its
positivity directly. The reason for this is that π^A): ker J —• ker J
in the notation of Theorem 1. Indeed, suppose Jy = 0 and let Bt e

satisfy π1(Bi)x1 —> y. Then

= Jπ^B^x, > Jy = 0 .

Hence,

Jπ1(A)y = lim Jπ^AB^ = lim T Γ C A ^ ) ^

= τr(A) lim π(l?t)ίCo = 0 .

It follows that PTΓ^A) = ττ1(A)P for all A e J^C Applying (2.2) we have

ws(A) - <τr1(A)(/ - P)xl9 (I - P)x1) .

Hence,

ws(A) = lim <π>

1(A)τr1(Ai)x1, TΓ^A^X^ = lim w(AfAAt) .

Example 2 of §1 gives an illustration of Corollary 3. In this
example, w is ^-absolutely continuous. Even though w is ^-absolutely
continuous, w is quite singular relative to v. In fact, w(f) = \/rf̂ 0

where ^0 is the probability measure concentrated at 0, and μQ and
μ are mutually singular measures. We showed in Example 2 that
ft is a O, w) sequence. Moreover, w(f) = lim w(fff) for all / 6 Ĵ C
Hence, in this case w = ws and wα = 0.
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